It is a simple ask. We can give them a quote, but they look like dummies.

Why is this a press release? Develop a Q&A on your website with answers to all of the questions you’re getting and then share the link to everyone who asks. Why does everything have to be blasted to the world

Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 15, 2020, at 6:05 PM, Sarah Little wrote:

Took Julie Anna off for my snark. THEY GIVE ME WHIPLASH!!! Is there a goodamn shortage or not?!?!?! Now they are issuing a release to tell importers they have enough meat when they just told the nation they may not have enough meat!

Bill Westman

Julie Anna,
Mike called. Smithfield would like a quote from you to go with this press release (draft attached). Need this evening they want to issue this tomorrow morning. They are getting quotes from USMEF and NPPC. Just spoke with him. Can work on a quote with Sarah (if you have time)

Thanks
Bill

Bill

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

Michael P. Skahill
Vice President, Government Affairs

Mike called. Smithfield would like a quote from you to go with this press release (draft attached). Need this evening they want to issue this tomorrow morning. They are getting quotes from USMEF and NPPC. Just spoke with him. Can work on a quote with Sarah (if you have time)

Thanks
Bill

Bill

Sent from my iPhone

I need your help with this. I’ll call you.
Here’s a draft if you want to share for others to insert their statements. I’ll also enlist Mike’s help to get some others to chime in.